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SWANSON, J.
On March 4, 2010, Tyree Rashaad Washington, at the age of sixteen, was
involved in the shooting death of Chris Pitcock. The plan was to scare Pitcock
with a gun and to rob him, but the robbery plan went awry and Pitcock was killed.

A jury found Washington guilty of first-degree felony murder while engaged in the
commission of an attempted armed robbery, and of attempted armed robbery in the
course of which Washington’s accomplice, Timothy Chavers, carried the firearm.
For the count of felony murder, the trial court adjudicated Washington guilty and
sentenced him to a term of natural life. For the count of attempted armed robbery,
the trial court imposed a sentence of fifteen years, to run concurrently with the life
sentence.
Felony murder in Florida is a capital felony punishable by death or a
mandatory sentence of life without the possibility of parole.

See §§

782.04(1)(a)2.d., and 775.082(1), Florida Statutes (2009). 1 In Roper v. Simmons,
543 U.S. 551 (2005), the United States Supreme Court invalidated the death
penalty for all juvenile offenders who were under the age of eighteen at the time of
the commission of the offense. Then, in Graham v. Florida, 130 S. Ct. 2011
(2010), the Court held that life without the possibility of parole violates the Eighth
Amendment’s ban on cruel and unusual punishment when imposed on juvenile
nonhomicide offenders. In the present appeal, Washington raises two points for
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Section 775.082(1), Florida Statutes (2009), states in full:
A person who has been convicted of a capital felony shall be
punished by death if the proceeding held to determine sentence
according to the procedure set forth in s. 921.141 results in findings
by the court that such person shall be punished by death, otherwise
such person shall be punished by life imprisonment and shall be
ineligible for parole.
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reversal. We affirm his first point without further comment. As for his second
point, addressing his mandatory life sentence without the possibility of parole, the
state correctly concedes that this mandatory sentencing scheme for offenders who,
like Washington, were under the age of eighteen when the crime was committed,
“violate[s] the principle of proportionality, and so the Eighth Amendment’s ban on
cruel and unusual punishment,” as most recently decided by the Supreme Court in
Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct. 2455, 2475 (2012).2

Accordingly, we vacate

Washington’s life sentence and remand for resentencing.
Miller was a consolidated appeal in which the Supreme Court was asked to
review the constitutionality of sentences imposed on two fourteen-year-old
offenders, one in Alabama and the other in Arkansas, who were convicted of
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Miller was decided on June 25, 2012, during the pendency of Washington’s
appeal. Despite the Supreme Court’s announcing a new rule of law for the conduct
of criminal sentencing for juveniles, “the rule must be applied to ‘all cases, state or
federal, pending on direct review or not yet final.’” State v. Fleming, 61 So. 3d
399, 403 (Fla. 2011) (quoting Griffith v. Kentucky, 479 U.S. 314, 328 (1987)).
Accord Smith v. State, 598 So. 2d 1063, 1066 (Fla. 1992). See also People v.
Banks, 2012 WL 4459101 (Colo. App. 2012). But see, Gonzalez v. State, No.
1D12-3153 (Fla. 1st DCA Oct. 12, 2012) ( denying Gonzalez’ petition for a writ of
habeas corpus and adopting, in its entirety, the reasoning of the Third District
Court of Appeal in Geter v. State, 2012 WL 4448860 (Fla. 3d DCA Sept. 27,
2012), holding Miller inapplicable to cases that were final before Miller was
decided, by applying the retroactivity test approved by the Florida Supreme Court
in Witt v. State, 387 So. 2d 922 (Fla. 1980), and concluding Miller “was not of
fundamental significance” but, instead, was “a procedural change in law”
regarding criminal sentencing, and, thus, could not be applied retroactively).
3

murder and sentenced to life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. 3
Especially significant to Washington’s case was the Supreme Court’s emphasis in
Miller on the fact that the nature of these mandatory penalty schemes means that
“every juvenile will receive the same penalty as every other—the 17-year-old and
the 14-year-old, the shooter and the accomplice.” Id. (emphasis added). The
Court recapped:
Mandatory life without parole for a juvenile precludes consideration
of his chronological age and its hallmark features—among them,
immaturity, impetuosity, and failure to appreciate risks and
consequences. It prevents taking into account the family and home
environment that surrounds him—and from which he cannot usually
extricate himself—no matter how brutal or dysfunctional. It neglects
the circumstances of the homicide offense, including the extent of his
participation in the conduct and the way familial and peer pressures
may have affected him. Indeed, it ignores that he might have been
charged and convicted of a lesser offense if not for incompetencies
associated with youth—for example, his inability to deal with police
officers or prosecutors (including on a plea agreement) or his
incapacity to assist his own attorneys. . . . And finally, this mandatory
punishment disregards the possibility of rehabilitation even when the
circumstances most suggest it.
Id. at 2468 (internal citations omitted). Finally, the Court emphasized:
[W]e think appropriate occasions for sentencing juveniles to this
harshest possible penalty will be uncommon. That is especially so
because of the great difficulty we noted in Roper and Graham of
distinguishing at this early age between “the juvenile offender whose
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The Supreme Court observed that twenty-nine jurisdictions mandate life without
parole for children, but noted that of these jurisdictions, more than half, including
Florida, “do so by virtue of generally applicable penalty provisions, imposing the
sentence without regard to age.” Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2473 and n. 13.
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crime reflects unfortunate yet transient immaturity, and the rare
juvenile offender whose crime reflects irreparable corruption.” Roper,
543 U.S., at 573, 125 S. Ct. 1183; Graham, 560 U.S., at ——, 130 S.
Ct., at 2026-2027. Although we do not foreclose a sentencer's ability
to make that judgment in homicide cases, we require it to take into
account how children are different, and how those differences counsel
against irrevocably sentencing them to a lifetime in prison.
Id. at 2469 (footnote omitted).
Nevertheless, far from categorically barring a penalty for a class of offenders
as it did in Roper and Graham, the Supreme Court in Miller ruled its decision
“mandates only that a sentencer follow a certain process—considering an
offender’s youth and attendant characteristics—before imposing a particular
penalty,” emphasizing that “youth matters for purposes of meting out the law’s
most serious punishments.” Id. at 2471. Ultimately, the Supreme Court ended
with this summation:
Graham, Roper, and our individualized sentencing decisions make
clear that a judge or jury must have the opportunity to consider
mitigating circumstances before imposing the harshest possible
penalty for juveniles. By requiring that all children convicted of
homicide receive lifetime incarceration without possibility of parole,
regardless of their age and age-related characteristics and the nature of
their crimes, the mandatory sentencing schemes before us violate this
principle of proportionality, and so the Eighth Amendment's ban on
cruel and unusual punishment. . . .
Id. at 2475.

Accordingly, the Court reversed the judgments of the Arkansas

Supreme Court and Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals and remanded the cases
“for further proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.” Id.
5

This resolution regrettably gives little guidance to the trial court regarding
sentencing options in the present case. This much is certain, however; if the state
again seeks imposition of a life sentence without the possibility of parole, the trial
court must conduct an individualized examination of mitigating circumstances in
considering the fairness of imposing such a sentence. Under Miller, a sentence of
life without the possibility of parole remains a constitutionally permissible
sentencing option.

A discourse by this Court on other sentencing options is

premature. We commend the state’s recognition of this fact. The better course
calls for this Court to exercise restraint and for the parties to make their case before
the trial court, where testimony may be taken, evidence presented, and argument
made on all material issues to include the potential range of sentencing options.
For these reasons, as to count 1, we reverse Washington’s sentence of life
without the possibility of parole and, as was done in Miller, remand for
resentencing in conformance with that opinion. The sentence imposed as to count
2 is affirmed.
AFFIRMED, in part, REVERSED, in part, and REMANDED for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.
ROWE, J., CONCURS; WOLF, J., CONCURS WITH OPINION.
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WOLF, J., Concurring.
I concur in the majority's decision to remand for resentencing pursuant to the
dictates of Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct. 2455, 2468 (2012). I disagree, however,
with the majority’s decision not to determine which are the appropriate sentencing
alternatives available to this trial judge. The failure to reach this difficult issue
gives no guidance to this trial judge or the numerous other judges facing
sentencing or resentencing decisions in similar circumstances, and it deprives the
supreme court of the benefit of our thoughts on an issue which will ultimately
reach that court.
One might argue that because pursuant to Miller, the trial judge on remand
may impose a life sentence without possibility of parole, it is unnecessary to
address alternatives in this case. I cannot agree. In order for the trial judge to
exercise the discretionary sentencing power mandated by Miller, the trial court
must be aware of the legitimate alternatives available to the court.
In accordance with Miller, the only sentencing alternative specifically
authorized by the Legislature, a mandatory life sentence without possibility of
parole, is unconstitutional. The trial court must have the discretion to impose an
alternate sentence based on the facts of an individual case.
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Both sides have addressed what sentences may be imposed on remand. The
State urges us to return to a previous statutory sentencing scheme of life without
the possibility of parole until after 25 years.
The defense urges us to allow the trial court to sentence the defendant to a
term of years with parole immediately available. I cannot find that either of these
alternatives is legally correct.
Both of the alternatives set forth by the parties provide for parole. Our
Legislature has repeatedly, arguably unwisely, eschewed the alternative of parole.
See § 921.001(4), (8) Fla. Stat. (1985) (abolishing parole for noncapital felonies); §
775.082, Fla. Stat. (1997) (abolishing parole for capital felonies); §
921.002(1)(a)(5), Fla. Stat. (1997) (stating chapter 947, which relates to parole,
shall not apply to those sentenced under the Criminal Punishment Code).
Thus, I cannot glean or discern a legislative intent that one of these
replacements should be adopted if the present statutory scheme were struck down.
While the parole commission still exists specifically for people sentenced when
parole was still available, I believe a court mandating that a whole new class of
people be eligible for parole would violate the separation of powers provisions of
the Florida Constitution. See art. II, sec. 3, Fla. Const.
The State relies on B.H. v. State, 645 So. 2d 987, 995 (Fla. 1994), in which
the supreme court explained the principle of statutory revival, which applies
8

“where the loss of the invalid statutory language will result in a ‘hiatus’ in the law
that would be intolerable to society.” Id. (citing State in re Hunter, 387 So. 2d
1086, 1090 (La.1980)). Under this principle, “when the legislature approves
unconstitutional statutory language and simultaneously repeals its predecessor,
then the judicial act of striking the new statutory language automatically revives
the predecessor unless it, too, would be unconstitutional.5” Id.
However, the State ignores footnote 5 of B.H., in which the court clarified
there is no authority to revive any statute other than the immediate predecessor:
This necessarily means that there cannot be a revival of any statute
other than the immediate predecessor. If the immediate predecessor
statute is defective, then no further revival is possible under any
circumstances. There also may be cases in which the immediate
predecessor statute was enacted so long ago in the past that it no
longer reflects the consensus of society and therefore should not be
revived.
B.H., 645 So. 2d at 995, n.5.
Here, the statute that the State seeks to revive, which provided for life
without the possibility of parole until after 25 years, is not the immediate
predecessor statute. Therefore, this court has no authority to revive it. Further,
even if it were the immediate predecessor, parole was permitted “so long ago in the
past that it no longer reflects the consensus of society.” Id. The Legislature
abolished parole long ago. Thus, parole is no longer the consensus of society, as
expressed by its legislative representatives. Finally, in light of my view that a
9

sentence of life is inclusive of a term of years, discussed below, no hiatus is created
which would necessitate invoking the rule of statutory revival.
The defense’s argument for immediate eligibility for parole is equally
unconvincing. The Legislature previously said that the only sentencing scheme
available for capital offenses was life without possibility of parole. It would be
unfathomable to me that the Legislature would intend that these offenders would
immediately be eligible for parole.
Moreover, if we were to reinstate parole, we would also have to strike as
unconstitutional section 921.002(1)(e), Florida Statutes, which states, “[t]he
provisions of chapter 947, relating to parole, shall not apply to persons sentenced
under the Criminal Punishment Code.” However, section 921.002 is not
unconstitutional under Miller. Miller did not mandate parole, but instead found a
juvenile could not be sentenced to life without the possibility of parole without first
considering certain factors.
The sentencing option which is the closest to the legislative expression of
intent and involves the least rewriting of the statute is a sentence of a term of years
without possibility of parole. This option also gives the trial court the discretion
mandated by Miller.
A life sentence is merely a term of years equaling the lifespan of a person.
Any term of years is necessarily included within the purview of life. Thus, this
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alternative does not constitute a rewrite of the statute.

For

the

foregoing

reasons, I urge the trial court to impose a sentence of a term of years up to life
without possibility of parole.
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